In [9] it is seen that when A is an iϊ*-algebra, a natural generalization of L\G), B\G, A) is also an H*-algebra, and the structure is determined accordingly. In this paper we consider natural generalizations of L P (G), viz., dual and annihilator algebras. In § 1 we review the basic properties of these algebras and discuss some new results. In § 2 we discuss basic properties of the algebras B P (G, A) and C(G, A). In §3 we discuss topological tensor products and relate them to our present problems. Finally in § 4 we examine questions concerning the structure of the above algebras and more generally determine the structure of a suitably normed tensor product of semisimple annihilator Banach algebras. l
Preliminary ideas* For a subset, S, of an algebra, A, we will let ^f(S) = {aeA:a S = (0)} and &g(S) = {aeA:S* a = (0)}. if jSf(S) = &(S), we will denote this set by j^(S). Jίf{S) and are respectively called the left and right annihilator of S, and is called the annihilator of S. 
It is easily seen that every dual algebra is an annihilator algebra It has recently been shown however [1] that the converse is not in 380 DONALD Z. SPICER general true. For semisimple Banach algebras though, this is still an open question.
We will restrict our discussion to the consideration only of semisimple annihilator and dual Banach algebras. "Semisimplicity" is taken to mean the vanishing of the Jacobson radical. We shall also have occasion to discuss strong semisimplicity, i.e., the vanishing of the strong radical, which is the intersection of all modular maximal ideals of A.
The structure of semisimple annihilator and dual Banach algebras is well-known and is as follows (cf. [13] , [2] ): every semisimple annihilator Banach algebra, A, is the direct topological sum of all of its minimal closed ideals. Each of these minimal closed ideals is a topologically simple (i.e., (0) is the only proper closed ideal) annihilator algebra. If A is a dual algebra, these minimal closed ideals are also dual algebras. Every topologically simple, simisimple annihilator Banach algebra is continuously isomorphic to an algebra of operators on a reflexive Banach space. In addition, this algebra of operators contains the algebra of all bounded operators of finite rank as a uniformly dense subalgebra. Whether or not a distinction must be made between topologically simple, semisimple annihilator Banach algebras and topologically simple, semisimple dual Banach algebras seems to be still an open question.
In [9] it is shown that for an iϊ*-algebra, A, the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) Every minimal closed ideal of A is finite-dimensional. ( 2 ) A is strongly semisimple. (3) A is completely continuous (i.e., all left and right regular representation operators on A are compact. ) We now note that many of these implications hold in a more general context.
First of all, Kaplansky shows ( [12] , p. 699) that if A is a semisimple, completely continuous Banach algebra, then any minimal closed ideal that A may possess must be finite-dimensional. For semisimple annihilator Banach algebras, we can prove the following related result: PROPOSITION 1. Let A be a semisimple annihilator Banach algebra. If every minimal closed ideal of A is finite-dimensional, then A is completely continuous.
Proof. Let {I a } be the collection of minimal closed ideals of A. Under the given conditions, the left (right) regular representation operator on A corresponding to each element of χ α 0 I a is seen to be of finite rank. Also since χ α 0 I a is dense in A and the left (right) regular representation is continuous, the left (right) regular representation operator corresponding to any element of A is the uniform limit of operators of finite rank and thus is compact.
In this paper we will have occasion to refer to some classes of Banach algebras that have been studied but apparently have not been designated in any special way. Therefore we make the following definition: DEFINITION. A Banach algebra is said to be a D*-(I*~) algebra if it is a semisimple dual (annihilator) Banach algebra with a continuous involution satisfying the condition: α*α = 0 implies a = 0 .
It should be remarked that several very important concrete algebras are D*-algebras. For example, the algebra of all compact operators on a Hubert space is seen to be a D*-algebra if involution is defined by the usual adjoint relation ( [14] , p. 283). Also if G is a compact group and 1 tί p < oo, then it is easily seen (cf. [12] , p. 699) that L P (G) and C(G) (with convolution multiplication) are Z)*-algebras if involution is defined as usual. PROPOSITION 
If
A is a D*-algebra, then A is strongly semisimple if and only if every minimal closed ideal of A is finitedimensional.
Proof. Assume A is strongly semisimple, and let I be a minimal closed ideal of A. I is known to be a topologically simple D*-algebra ( [14] , pp. 99, 100, and 267). Since I is an ideal of a strongly semisimple algebra, I is also strongly semisimple. But I being topologically simple requires that (0) be the only proper closed ideal. Thus (0) must be a modular maximal ideal of /, i.e., in particular I must have an identity element. This is true only if I is finite-dimensional ( [14] , P. 268).
Conversely assume that every minimal closed ideal of A is finitedimensional. Let / be any such ideal. Since A is a semisimple dual algebra, £f(I) = &(!) = jχ?(I) (([14] , p. 99). We will show first that M = Ssf(I) is a modular maximal ideal of A. As above, / is a topologically simple Z)*-algebra, and thus / being finite-dimensional implies I has an identity ( [14] , p. 268). Also it is true that In M = (0) and I@M is dense in A ( [14] , p. 99). Thus if φ 0 is the restriction to I of the canonical mapping φ: A -• A/M, φ 0 is continuous and one-to-one. Thus φ o (I) is dense in A/M. In fact, since I is finite-dimensional, φ o (I) -A/M. As a result, since / has an identity, AjM must also have an identity, i.e., M is modular. That M is also maximal follows directly from the fact that A is dual and / is a minimal closed ideal in A. Now if 9ΐ s is the strong radical of A, then 3ΐ s is the intersection of all modular maximal ideals of A, which in turn is contained in the intersection of all modular maximal ideals of A that are annihilators of minimal closed ideals of A. Thus since the direct sum of all minimal closed ideals is dense in A, a short calculation (cf. [13] , p. 317) shows that J^(9ΐ s ) = A. Therefore since A is a dual algebra, S*. -(0 (G, A) and C(G, A) . For the rest of this paper G will denote a compact topological group with Haar measure, m, normalized so that m(G) -1. Also A will denote a Banach algebra over the complex number field. In this section we will study interrelations and general properties of algebras that are natural generalizations of L P (G) (1 S p < oo) 
COROLLARY.
If for some compact group, G, and some 1 ^ p < oo,
It is conjectured that the converse is also true, i.e., if A is a semisimple Banach algebra and if G is any compact group, then B P (G, A) (1 ^ p < oo) and C(G, A) are also semisimple. In § 4 of this paper this result will be proven in some special cases. In [16] this point is discussed in detail but at present no general proof nor counterexample is known.
We can however somewhat reduce the problem of semisimplicity via the following result. PROPOSITION 
For such / it is seen that lim a (u a *f -/) = 0, but also the collection of such / is dense in B P (G, A) (since for example it contains the simple functions). As a result, \im a (u a *f -/) = 0 for every feB p (G, A) .
Notation. When we are considering annihilators of subalgebras, and there may be some confusion about the algebra relative to which the annihilator is being taken, we will use the following notation: 
Proof. Let gφO be an element of I. If C(G)*g = (0) then taking {u a }^C(G) to be an L P (G) approximate identity, we have w a *g -0 for every a. But by Lemma 1, \im a u a *g = g, i.e., g -0, which is a contradiction. Thus there is an fe C{G) such that f*g=£θ. Note also that f*geC (G,A) . Now for any a e A, let fa be defined by (fa)(x) = f(x) a, and similarly define ag and a(f * g). Note that fa e C(G, A) and ag e B P (G, A).
)(x) = 0 for every xeG, i.e., f*g -0 which is a contradiction. Thus there must be an ae A such that a(f*g) Φ 0. Finally, since I is an ideal in B P (G, A), (fa)*gel, and also
/ * (ag) e C(G) *B P (G, A) s C{G, A) .
Thus O^α(/*flf)eJfl C(G, A). 
It should be remarked that one of the initial motivations for this paper was the determination of necessary and sufficient conditions for the algebras B P (G, A) and C(G, A) to be annihilator or dual algebras. As an immediate corollary to Proposition 3, we see that if for some compact group G and some 1 ^ p < oo y B P (G, A) or C(G, A) is a semisimple dual Banach algebra, then A is a semisimple dual Banach algebra ( [14] , p. 100). It has recently been shown [l] that not every closed ideal of an annihilator algebra need be an annihilator algebra, however it can be shown (cf. [16] 
is a semisimple annihilator Banach algebra, then A must also be such.
The sufficiency of these conditions is discussed in § 4.
3. Topological tensor products* In this section we will discuss certain topological tensor products. Since, as we will see, B P (G, A) and C(G, A) are expressible as topological tensor products, such tensor products present a direction for generalization of our discussion. Also the realization that the generalized group algebras are topological tensor products provides a formalistic motivation for a determination of their structure.
We use A r to denote the dual Banach space of a Banach algebra, A. For ae A, a f e A', ζa, α' )> denotes the action of a and α' on each other.
DEFINITION. If A and B are Banach algebras, and {α {bililί S B, then these sequences give rise to a bounded complex-valued bilinear form, T, defined on A! x B f by
We will symbolically denote T by Σ*=i a i ® &< an d write T -Σί=i (We may sometimes simplify the notation and speak of the "tensor", Σ*=i
The algebraic tensor product of A and B, denoted A 0 J5, is the vector space of all bilinear forms of the above type.
This definition of the algebraic tensor product of the algebras A and B agrees with the usual definition of the algebraic tensor product ( [4] , P. 5).
We can next introduce a well-defined multiplication in A 0 B by If α is a norm on the tensor product, A05, we say that α: is a cross-norm if for every tensor, T, with representative of the form α 0 6, α(Γ) = || α || || b ||. We say that a is compatible with multiplication if for every 7\, T 2 e A® B, a(T r T 2 ) Ŝ ince in general A 0 5 may not be complete with respect to a given cross-norm, a, (cf. [4] , p. 8), we let A® α 5 denote the normed linear space, A 0 B supplied with the a norm, and let A § § a B denote the completion of i® α β with respect to a. We can now extend our definition of multiplication to A 0 α B by taking limits. It is easily seen that if a is compatible with multiplication on A 0 B it is also so on A 0 α JB, and thus in this case A0 α β, is a Banach algebra.
We are now in a position to relate topological tensor products to our discussion of the generalized group algebras. In fact for a given compact group, G, and some 1 ^ p < oo 9 let M be a closed subalgebra of L P (G). Also for a given Banach algebra, A, let JV be a closed subalgebra of A. Now consider M0 AT with the "p-norm" defined by (where T ~ Σ^i^0^)
We see as a result of the following proposition that || || p is a well-defined norm. Proof. If Γ-ΣiΞi /i 0 «i is an element of L P (G) 0 A, let 9>(T) = ΣΛi/<(•)<*< (where (Σώ/i( WW = Σά/i(Φi, and ^(Γ) is of course defined modulo null functions). Note that for every T, φ(T) eB p (G, A) , and φ is linear. Thus to show φ is well-defined, i.e., independent of the choice of representative for T, it suffices to show that T = 0 implies φ( T) = 0 (independent of the representative for T). Now ( [4] , p. 4) shows that 0 = T~ ΣiΞi/< 0α< if and only if one of the sets {/<}, {a^ is linearly dependent. Say {/<} is linearly dependent and ΣΠ 1 λ^ = f n (for some complex numbers, λ*). Then it is seen that T ~ Σ?^1/* Θ («* + λ A) an( * als° that Σ?=i/<(')«• = Έi7=i fi(*)( a % + λ A)> i e M T can be represented using one less term, and the image of T is invariant under this change of representative. Continuing in this manner we may reduce to a representative for T of the form uζ&v with one of u or v equal to 0, and without changing φ{T). As computed with this last representative, φ(T) = 0.
A straightforward computation shows that φ is multiplicative, and an application of the above criterion for representatives of the zero tensor shows that φ is one-to-one. That the image of φ is dense in B P (G, A) follows from the fact that it contains the simple functions.
Next we note that the "p-norm" as we have defined it on L P (G) 0 A is just the norm inherited by the above isomorphism. Thus the "p-norm" is a well-defined norm on L P (G) 0 A. In fact, it is easily seen to be a cross-norm on L P (G) 0 A. As an immediate result we have PROPOSITION 
L P (G) ® p A is isomorphic and isometric to B P (G, A).
The above discussion allows us to settle immediately the problem of determining necessary and sufficient conditions for B P (G, A) (1 p < oo) and C(G, A) to be strongly semisimple. PROPOSITION 
B P (G, A) (or C(G, A)) is strongly semisimple if and only if A is strongly semisimple.
Proof. Assume first A is strongly semisimple. Since for 1 < p < oo, B P (G, A) and C(G, A) are ideals of B\G, A), it suffices to show that B\G, A) is strongly semisimple.
Grothendieck shows ( [7] , p. 59) that B\G, A) = L ι (G) 0 r A, where 7 is the greatest cross-norm. (For our purposes Ί is distinguished by the fact that for Banach algebras, A and B, Ί may be defined as a cross-norm on A 0 B, compatible with multiplication and such that if a is any other cross-norm on A 0 J5, 7 ^ a.) Actually Grothendieck discusses only the case of Banach spaces, but his discussion of the above result is easily extended to Banach algebras. Grothendieck ([7] , p. 185) also shows that L ι (G) satisfies the condition of approximation. Finally, Gelbaum shows ( [3] , p. 538) that B\G, A) is thus strongly semisimple.
Since A is an ideal of all of the generalized group algebras, the 388 DONALD Z. SPICER converse is immediate.
Next let If be a closed subalgebra of L P (G) and N be a closed subalgebra of A. Λf 0 N can be isomorphically embedded in L P (G) 0 A in the following manner. Let I be the subalgebra of L P (G) 0 A generated by all tensors having a representative of the form m 0 n (where meM and neN) .
For Tel, let T be the restriction of the bilinear form T to M' x JV'. The map ψ: T-+T is seen to be a well-defined isomorphism from I onto ikf 0 JV. Since the "p-norm" as defined previously on Λf 0 JV is the same as the norm inherited from I by this correspondence, the "p-norm" on M 0 N is a well- In addition to the above remarks, since the p-norm is compatible with multiplication, we see that
The above analysis can also be carried out for C(G) 0 A and C(G, A), i.e., C(G) 0 A can be isomorphically mapped onto a dense subalgebra of C(G, A). The norm on C(G) 0 A that equals the inherited sup-norm of C(G, A) is the so called least cross-norm, λ, ( [7] , p. 90). Thus C(G) 0jj A is isomorphic and isometric with C (G,A) . The λ-norm can be defined on the algebraic tensor product, A 0 B, of two Banach algebras as follows: let Te Aξ §B, i.e., Γis a bilinear form from A f x B f to the complex numbers and of a special type. || T \\ λ is defined to be the norm of T as a bilinear form, λ is seen [15] to be of local character, and in our case λ is compatible with multiplication, although this is not always true ( 
4.
Structure theorems* In this section we will study the structure inherited by B P (G, A) and C(G, A) from A, and more generally the structure inherited by certain topological tensor products from the component algebras. The type of result we would like could perhaps be modeled on the following results from [9]: a suitably normed tensor product, A (g) σ B, of if*-algebras is again an H*-algebra, and the minimal closed ideals of the tensor product are naturally associated with the tensor product of minimal closed ideals of A and B. [N.B. if*-algebras are J9*~algebras, and their structure is accordingly known and is relevant to the present discussion (cf. [14] , pp.
272-276)]. In particular, B\G, A) is an if*-algebra if and only if
A is an if*-algebra, and the minimal closed ideals of B 2 (G, A) are associated with pairs of minimal closed ideals of U(G) and A. The difficulty in directly carrying over the techniques used in proving the above results to our present context of dual and annihilator algebras arises from the fact that if*-algebras have more or less global defining characterizations, but the presently known characterizations of dual and annihilator algebras require some prior knowledge of the structure of the algebras. Thus, for example, even though we know To make things even worse, the above example indicates that not every closed one sided ideal of the tensor product need even be expressible as the tensor product of closed ideals, e. g., consider £f(M<& p N) above! As a result, one soon abandons the attempt to classify the algebras under consideration and approaches the problems of structure directly.
Unless otherwise noted, for the remainder of this section we will let A and B be semisimple annihilator Banach algebras with collections of minimal closed ideals {M a } and {N β } respectively, c will denote a cross-norm on A ® B that is compatible with multiplication and of local character. For a Banach space, X, £%(X) will denote the Banach algebra of bounded linear operators on X. We may also have occasion to use terminology that has common though perhaps not universal currency. We will attempt to follow the terminology of [14] . PROPOSITION 9. If 9ΐ is the radical of A (g) β B, then 3ΐ = Proof. It obviously suffices to show 3ΐ £ £?(A (g) c B) and 9ΐg^?(A £ξ) c J3). The same argument works for both cases so consider the first one. As a semisimple annihilator algebra, A has minimal left ideals and each of these is of the form Ae r where e r 2 = e r and e r Ae r is isomorphic to the complex numbers ( [14] , pp. 97 and 45). Similarly B has minimal left ideals each of which is of the form Bf δ where // = f δ and f δ Bf δ is isomorphic to the complex numbers. Now for each pair (T, δ), since c is of local character, Ae r ® c Bf δ may be identified with (A(g) 
Proof. It is readily seen that £? A (A) = (0) implies £?(B P (G, A)) = (0) and similarly for C(G, A) (ef. [8], p. 24).
We see from § 3 that for every (a, β) 9 M a (g) c N β is a closed ideal of A ® β JB, and since Σ« 0 M a is dense in ^4 and Σ<s 0 iS^ is dense in B, Σ (αt ^(Λf α (g) c iV^) is dense in A (g) c 5. Thus the problem of determining the structure of A (x) c B essentially reduces to determining when ideals of the form M a 0 C N β are minimal closed ideals of A Cξ) c B, and in this case to then find a concrete representation for these ideals. Since for every (a, β), M a and N β are topologically simple, semisimple annihilator Banach algebras, the first of the above problems would be solved if it could be determined when a suitably normed tensor product of such algebras is topologically simple.
In the following rather simple case both of the problems stated above are easily solved. Also in light of § 1, there are some immediate applications. PROPOSITION 11. If for every (a, β) M a and N β are finite dimensional then:
(1) M a 0 β N β is a minimal closed ideal of A ® c B. Therefore, Jkf β (g) c Af y is isomorphic and homeomorphic with the finite-dimensional, simple, dual algebra ^ (X a (g) c Y β ). The necessity statements in (3) and (4) follow directly from Proposition 9 and the definitions of "dual" and "annihilator algebras". The sufficiency statement in (3) follows from (2), the remark preceding Proposition 10, and ([14] , p. 106). The sufficiency statement in (4) follows from these same results and the additional fact that since A and B each have an approximate identity and c is compatible with multiplication, A (g) β B has an approximate identity.
Notation. If ISB P (G, A) let [I] denote the ideal generated by /. If NQL P (G) and M^A let N( )M = {f( )a:
feN,aeM}.
COROLLARY 1. // {N β } is the collection of minimal closed ideals of L P (G) and if all minimal closed ideals, M a , of a semisimple annihilator Banach algebra, A, are finite-dimensional, then:
(
1) B P (G, A) is a semisimple annihilator Banach algebra. ( 2 ) Every ideal of B P (G, A) of the form [N a ( )M β ] is a minimal closed ideal of B P (G, A) and a finite dimensional dual algebra. ( 3 ) Every minimal closed ideal of B P (G, A) is of the above form. (4) B p (G, A) =Σ(«. β) If, in addition, A has an approximate identity, then B P (G, A) is a dual Banach algebra.

COROLLARY 2. If A is a semisimple annihilator Banach algebra, then B P (G, A) is completely continuous if and only if A is completely continuous.
COROLLARY 3. If A is any Banach algebra with an approximate identity, then B P (G, A) is a strongly semisimple D*-algebra if and only if A is a strongly semisimple D*-algebra.
Similar statements can be made for C(G, A).
One might hope that since the minimal closed ideals of L P (G) are well-known, we could get almost as good results without requiring that A have finite-dimensional minimal closed ideals. In fact, this is the case. We notice (cf. § 1) that the minimal closed ideals of L P (G) are topologically simple J*-algebras. These have been studied ([14] , pp. 267-270), and for convenience we present a summary of the results most pertinent to our discussion. If M is such an algebra, then there is a family of "matrix units" {e aβ }, in M with the properties: (1) e% = e βa . By means of such matrix units, a generalization of the technique used to show that the ring of n x n complex matrices is simple could be used to determine conditions under which the tensor product of two topologically simple I*-algebras is topologically simple. This technique may be further refined to prove the following proposition. PROPOSITION 12. Let M be a topologically simple I*-algebra, JV be a topologically simple, semisimple Banach algebra (not necessarily an annihilator algebra), and let c be a cross-norm on M&)N that is compatible with multiplication and of local character, then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) M ® β JV is topologically simple.
( 2 ) M 0 β JV is semisimple.
Proof. Assume M 0 c N is topologically simple and let 9ΐ be its radical. Since 9ΐ is a closed ideal, 3ΐ = M(g) c iV or 3ΐ -(0). However, since M is semisimple, there must be at least one element, m, of M that is not topologically nilpotent (i.e., lim & || m k \\ llk Φ 0). Similarly there is a nontopologically nilpotent neN.
Since c is a cross-norm, T ~ m(g)n is not topologically nilpotent, and thus T ί 9ΐ therefore, 3ΐ must be (0).
That (2) implies (3) is obvious, and thus it only remains to show that (3) implies (1) . Therefore, let ί be a nonzero closed ideal of M® e N.
Notice that if {e aβ } is the set of matrix units in M and if n r varies freely through N, for every (a, 7), (M® C N) (e aa ®n r ) can be isomorphically and isometrically identified with Me aa 0 C Nn r , which in turn can be embedded in M 0 β JV since c is of local character. Thus by an argument similar to that used in the statement just preceding Proposition 10, Σ (α , r) (Jkf® β N)(e aa ® n r ) is seen to be dense in M0 c N.
Similarly χ (α , r) (e aa 0 n r )(M0 c JV) is dense in Jkί0 c JV also. Now if OφTel, by the two preceding statements and the hypothesis that £f(M(g) c N) = &(M<g) e N) = (0), there must be indices a, β and n u n 2 e N such that Next let {JΓJ be a sequence of simple tensors (T { ~ Σfi L m ik 0 n ik ) such that lini; Tι = T. It is readily seen that for each index, i, (e aa 0 n x )' Ti-(eββ 0 w 2 ) = e aβ 0 7^ί for some n* G iV. In fact, it is then seen that 0 Φ (e aa 0 n γ ) T (e β β 0 w 2 ) = e aβ 0 w 0 for some n Q e N. Now let (0) Φ K aβ = {w: β α/3 0 w G /} £ ΛΓ. iΓ α3 is seen to be a closed ideal, and thus by topological simplicity, K aβ = N, i.e., e aβ 0 n £ I for every ne N. Now consider any pair of indices (7, δ) . There must be some n, n r e N such that 0 Φ e rβ 0 ?m' = (e ra 0 ^)(β α/3 0 n'), since otherwisê ,^' = 0 for every n,n'eN, i.e., N 2 = (0), which contradicts the semisimplicity of JV. Letting now (0) ^ iΓ r/3 = {n: e rβ 0 n G /}, we see by the argument used above, K γβ = N. Repeating these arguments once more, we see that e rδ ξZ)neI for every ne N. Since the set of finite linear combinations of the elements e rδ is dense in M and c is a cross-norm, it is seen directly that finite linear combinations of elements of the form e rδ 0 n is dense in M 0 C N. Thus since I is a closed ideal in M&) C N, it follows that /= M0 c iV.
As an immediate application we see that if A is an /*-algebra and B is a semisimple annihilator Banach algebra, then the structure of A 0 C B is determined in the event that A 0 C B is semisimple. In fact, in this case for every (a, β), M a 0 C Nβ is semisimple also and thus is a minimal closed ideal of A 0 C B. In particular, the structure of B P (G, A) and C{G, A) is thus known when A is a semisimple annihilator Banach algebra. In fact in this case each B P (G, A), for example, is the topological direct sum of its minimal closed ideals. Each of these minimal closed ideals is of the form [Λf( )iV], where M is a minimal closed ideal of L P (G) and N is a minimal closed ideal of A (cf. the notation introduced in Proposition 11).
Similar results may be stated when the non-I*-algebra above is not necessarily an annihilator algebra but is a semisimple, topologically simple Banach algebra. However, if say A is such an algebra, it has not yet been shown that B P (G, A) is semisimple. The above result is useful in trying to extend our discussion beyond a consideration of annihilator algebras.
We have now essentially solved the problem of determining the structure of B P (G, A) and C(G, A), and we have determined the minimal closed ideals of these algebras. To complete our study we have only to now find a concrete representation for these minimal closed ideals. Such a representation is demonstrated as part of the following generalization of the results discussed in Proposition 12.
PROPOSITION 13. Let M and N be topologically simple, semisimple, annihilator Banach algebras and let c be an ordinary cross-norm on ikf ® N that is compatible with multiplication and of local character, then M® C N is topologically simple if and only if it is semisimple.
Proof. We saw in Proposition 12 how topological simplicity implies semisimplicity. For the converse we need the following lemma. Proof. As in Proposition 9 we see that X λ ® c X 2 is a minimal left ideal of P x 0 C P 2 , and thus the left regular representation is irreducible. Therefore the radical of P 1 ζg) c P 2 must be contained in the kernel of this representation.
Conversely, we note first that the left regular representation of Pi on Xi is a faithful, continuous, strictly dense representation, ([14] , p. 68). Let Thus since c is compatible with multiplication, 0'(Σ?=i 2\i ® r 2i ) is seen to be bounded on X x 0 C X 2 and thus may be extended by continuity to a bounded operator on all of X t 0 C X 2 . We will also denote this extended operator by 0'(Σ*=i 2^* ® T 2i ). Gil de Lamadrid ([6] , p. 360) shows that θ f as thus defined is a well-defined algebraic isomorphism from ^0<^iζinto ^ί(X 1 0 c X 2 ). By means of these two algebraic isomorphisms, ^ 0 ^2 may inherit either of two norms, viz., the c-norm from P 1 (^) C P 2 via μ f , or the operator norm from &(Xi 0 C X 2 ) via θ\ By means of the relation (*) above we see that for σ e^^ ^2,\\σ\\ op ^ \\σ\\ c . Thus, if we completê i 0 C £@ 2 to ^! 0 C ^2, //' can be extended to the isometric and isometric map μ: P, 0 C P 2 -> ^ 0 C ^2, and θ' can be extended by continuity to the well-defined (although not necessarily one-to-one) map Now let φ -θ o μ. φ is readily seen to be the left regular represen-GROUP ALGEBRAS OF VECTOR-VALUED FUNCTIONS 397 tation of P ι ® β P 2 on X x ® c X 2 . We now wish to show that if 3ϊ is the radical of P 1 (& C P 2 then ker φϋ3ΐ. We will extend a technique given in ([14] , p. 103).
Let τ G ker φ, then μ(τ) = σ is an element of ker θ. Take {σj s ^ ® c ^2 such that || σ n -σ \\ ΰ -> 0. Note that then || σ w || op -0. Next notice that every bounded operator of rank 1 on X x can be written in the form /i( )ffi where f x e X[, x x e X,. Similarly every bounded operator of rank 1 on X 2 can be written in the form f 2 (-) But by hypothesis || θ{σ n ) \\ op -> 0, and thus the above inequality yields that also, i.e.,^)
were arbitrary bounded operators of rank 1 in ^7 and ^^ respectively. Thus it must be true that Also by hypothesis, S, is dense in P, and S 2 is dense in P 2 , therefore it follows that S, ® S 2 is dense in P L 0 P 2 . Thus, as a result of the method we have used to define the c-norm on ^ ® & 29 it must also be true that J^*®^ is dense in ^® c^. Therefore -(0) . consists of all operators on X 1 (g) c X 2 that are of finite rank and contained in φ{M § § c N), and it is contained in every nonzero ideal of φ(M0 c N) ( [14] , P 65). Therefore in the notation of the above lemma, (0) Φ φiS, <g) S 2 ) = J^Γ <g) J*l C socle ψ {M ® β N) S φ(I) .
Thus Siφ&S/, but Si(g)*S 2 is dense in M(g) c N, and therefore so is /. Since / is closed, however, I = M §ζ) c N then.
We, therefore, have completely determined the structure of a suitably normed tensor product, A (g) c B, of two semisimple annihilator Banach algebras in the event A 0 β B is semisimple. In fact, in this case, A(g) c B is the topological direct sum of its minimal closed ideals, each of which is of the form M a 0 C N β . In turn each of these minimal closed ideals has a faithful, continuous, strictly dense representation on a Banach space, and the subalgebra consisting of those bounded operators of finite rank that are contained in the image of M a 0o N β is dense in the image of M a § § e N β .
Since we have already noted that the p-norm. is an ordinary cross-norm, the above representation of the minimal closed ideals may be carried out for B P (G, A) and C(G, A). In fact, we can make a further comment about the above representation in the event that one of the algebras has finite-dimensional minimal closed ideals (as is the case for B P (G, A) and C(G, A) ). Then, since c is an ordinary cross-norm, the Banach space mentioned above is reflexive (cf. [15] , pp. 137, 51, 141 in that order).
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